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The app “MPA” innovatively provides audio 
content to ensure crowd control in operations, 
disasters and events.

* direct via EUROSIGNAL-Bluetooth®-receiver or indirect via 
    Bluetooth® of the vehicle´s audio system. For older
    vehicle models, cable connectors may also offer an alter-
    native

Administration in the webbrowser:
Upload contents, record or use text-to-speech-module, 
share contents with other system participants, ingrated 
translation module

Distribution via mobile phones:
Mobile internet keeps audio content  
from authorized  app-users synchron

Public address  via loudspeakers:
Clear understandable, also multilungual,
audio content to the public

and at any time.
Anywhere

The revolution in warning 
and information via loudspeakers!

For this purpose, already in „times of piece”, topicspecific 
announcements, also noises, are created and managed 
using the CMS (Content Management System) of MPA 
web app, which can be operated from any device with 
internet browser. In the operation, the app takes over on 
the mobile phone. Shortcuts enable quick access to specific 
content. The content, in synch with the CMS, is then trans-
mitted via Bluetooth® to emergency vehicle siren-, por-
table and stationary speakers. In the event of a Blackout 
(or other reasons for a failure of the mobile Internet),
the audio library at the mobile phone will still be fully 
available.

For needs on spontaneaus announcements, the mobile 
phone turns into a wireless microphone. The functions 
live-speech, record and play help to achieve optimum 
acoustic performance even in rapidly changing operational 
situations.
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Mobile Public Address



Announcements
can be created by
- upload
- record
- „text-to-speech”

...
- subdirectories
- announcements
- sounds

Add more admins and 
authorized MPA-App users

Register at www.eutooth.com and 
become master-administrator

Create announcements with 
AI in 40 languages and with 
more than 100 natural acents
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- Browse sample folders by name, some 
   filled with templates
- Create and populate your own directories with...

Sample of Blackout-announcement,
created by the „text-to-speech”-tool:
Type text and define for best result!

Share CMS-content with other system participants!
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ATTENTION:
The use is only possible after invitation
by an administrator of MPA-CMS!

Quickstart MPA-CMS:

Create multilingual announcements with integrated 
translator module!

„Text-to-speech”-module, using 
example Blackout-announcement: 
type text, then tune for best result
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MPA-App
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